Horn End Nurseries held a “mini march” to save Stafford A&E. The campaign has set up a shop in the town’s Guildhall and plans a “night of light” protest on 18 May. supportstaffordhospital.co.uk

STOP THE TORIES CLOSING OUR A&Es!
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Cyprus left goes for euro-exit

By Theodora Polenta

On 29 April the Central Committee (CC) of AKEL, the Communist Party which until 28 February 2013 held the presidency of Cyprus, declared that “the only choice for Cyprus is to leave the euro outside the loan agreements and Memorandum.”

The implementation of such a solution is likely to constitute a decision for exit by Cyprus from the Euro. This position is supported by the Left and workers’ movement.

On 30 April the Cypriot Parliament ratified the Memorandum, an economic agreement with the European Union (EU) and European Central Bank (ECB), by 29 votes against 27.

The new governing party, the conservative and Christian Democratic Democratic Rally, voted for. So did the Democratic Party (centrist liberals) and the President of the European Party.

AKEL, Edek (social democratic), the ecologists, the other members of the European Party, and one independent voted against.

AKEL is the first mass party of the Left in Europe to raise exit from the euro, and its decision has caused considerable debate in the Greek left and especially in Syriza.

It is a challenge to the Syriza leadership’s stance, which refuses even to consider that its programme might lead to sharp clashes with the eurozone authorities.

At the same time, AKEL’s decision is quite limited and in no way raises the issue of an alternative economic model beyond and outside the framework of capitalism.

AKEL, when in government, implemented a series of cuts, and last November brought Cyprus into a first Memorandum. Even now the AKEL CC implicitly evaluates positively AKEL’s Memorandum. It says that the new Memorandum constitutes “a serious negative qualitative differentiation” from the previous one, and declares “its readiness to support the government in the difficult task of tackling the economic crisis, provided that it is moving in the right direction.”

AKEL’s euro-exit proposal is addressed primarily to Cyprus’s new right-wing Government.

Selling lottery tickets in Nicosia inviting it to negotiate an exit and to put the plan to the people in a referendum. Far from AKEL proposing euro-exit in association with a refusal to meet debt payments, it declares that “the importance of a coordinated exit is woven with the process of negotiating the repayment of Cyprus’s foreign debt with its lenders.”

The European Party, Edek, and ecologist MPs that voted against the Memorandum also expressed concern over the loss of “national sovereignty”, but no intention to challenge the capitalist system.

CONFLICT

In Greece, the Syriza leadership is trying to avoid conflict with the ruling class of Greece, in the mistaken hope that a smooth, conflict-free scenario will fast-track its ascension to government and increase its support among the scared middle classes.

Safeguarding Greece’s position within the Eurozone is a key choice for the vast majority of Greek capitalists.

The greater part of AKEL does not want to come into conflict with the Greek Cypriot capitalists, and AKEL repeatedly proved that during its time in government.

However, because the EU/ECB/IMF Troika has chosen to demand serious measures against Cyprus’s swollen banking system, thus hitting a very large part of the ruling class of Cyprus, a large chunk of the Cypriot capitalist class is seriously discussing exit from the euro.

That is why AKEL can propose to exit the euro, without coming into conflict with the Cypriot capitalist class.

Back in March a major survey by the Cypriot TV channel Sigma recorded 67.3% of Cypriots endorsing a euro-exit and closer relations with Russia.

This survey showed a sharp rejection of the handling of the crisis by the new president, Nicos Anastasiadis.

The question of exiting the Euro is no longer taboo in Cyprus, partly because of the experience of social regression in other EU countries caused by the implementation of successive Memoranda, but also because the Cypriot ruling class has important international alliances that go beyond the eurozone and the EU.

INTERNATIONAL

The AKEL CC did identify a need to establish international alliances to address those parts of the Cypriot and international capitalist classes that would fight against euro-exit, and guard against a reaction from Turkey in relation to the exploitation of Cyprus’s gas resources.

However, AKEL did not specify who its potential allies are. Are they Samaras’ Greece, Rajoy’s Spain, or the working-class movement in Europe and the Middle East?

The replacement of the current Memorandum by another more patriotic Memorandum, and reliance on negotiations and agreements with the neoliberal leadership of the eurozone to organise a euro-exit, are not part of an answer for the Left and working-class people to the crisis.

A class approach requires building alliances with the workers and peoples of the Middle East and Europe, especially southern Europe, who have been fighting against the onslaught unleashed by international capitalism.

After the experience of Cyprus, the leadership of Syriza has shifted a bit, from a stance of “at all costs stay in the euro” to “stay in the euro, but not at all costs”.

The Syriza leadership still does not have the courage to take up the slogan of Syriza’s left: “No sacrifice for the left”. That means fighting for a working-class programme without any “self-censorship” in the name of the euro.

Neither Syriza nor any one else on the left will find a way forward if they continue to see the euro as a fetish, either negative (“There is no life outside the Eurozone”) or positive (“Exit from the euro is the answer”).

There is life outside the euro. There is austerity outside the euro too. There is austerity and capitalist cannibalism inside and outside the eurozone, and outside the euro. The culprit is the universality of capitalist crisis and capitalist domination!

Exit from the euro could mean an even more unbearable austerity if the leading force is the bourgeois or a government of the Left with the illusion that the decisive choice is the currency itself.

Despite dominating the political discussion, the currency is not the “big choice”.

The big choice for the Left is the revolutionary programme of transitional demands of rupture and anti-capitalist overthrow, and the decision to raise class struggle and be prepared for an all-out confrontation with our class opponents for its implementation, by all means and under all circumstances.

We need a workers’ government, which would be based on workers’ democracy, workers’ and social control, self-organisation, and workers’ militias.
Stop the Tories closing our A&Es!

By Todd Hamer

Accident and Emergency departments are at crisis point. One patient in every ten admitted to A&E now has to wait more than four hours to be treated or discharged — double the figure this time last year.

Royal College of Nursing spokesperson Patricia Webb described the situation in the East of England: “Patients are woken up at three in the morning and moved around the hospital — cupboards and catheter laboratories are being used to house patients.

In Oxford University Hospital there is now a “queue nurse” who looks after patients in the queue waiting to be triaged. In Wales patients have been waiting on trolleys in corridors for over 24 hours and nurses struggle to find places to wash patients.

The crisis in A&E is symptomatic of a much broader problem in the health service. Successive governments have been trying to achieve two contradictory goals: to cut spending and at the same time to privatise the NHS and create a viable for-profit health sector.

All health experts agree that the key to reducing costs in the NHS is to reduce the number of emergency admissions. Early interventions, public-health campaigns and booked up GP surgeries could help.

However, instead of increasing community services and then making savings, government tried to achieve the goal with artificial market mechanisms.

First New Labour ordered £11.6 billion of hospital closures by 2006. NHS managers had to come up with clever ideas to save money but when these were added to the mounting PFI debt, the only clever ideas left were to privatise the hospitals. There are now 24 A&E departments under threat.

Then they legislated to punish any hospitals that have too many A&E admissions. Unions in the primary care market Primary Care Trusts pay a set rate for A&E admissions. However, if more people turn up to A&E than in 2008/9 then the hospital only gets 30% of the PFI rate. The more admissions the hospital gets, the more money it loses.

Then the Tories shut down the PCTs and gave the money to new Clinical Commissioning Groups run by GPs who could use their control of NHS budgets to invest in community services. But why would they? At the moment they are getting 70% discount on A&E admissions.

Currently, A&E departments are subsidised from money gained from other private services. An NHS hospital is paid for every treatment it performs. Low-risk treatments are generally “profit” making and high-risk procedures “loss” making. As long as all of these procedures are performed by the same organisation the costs balance out. But Intermediate Care, Health and Social Care Act, many of the low-risk, profit making services will be lost to the private sector.

The more money hospitals lose, the more services they will have to close, putting further pressure on A&E. These innovations create a downward spiral where every failure is punished. Access to free NHS services will be increasingly restricted. A&E will be increasingly overstretched. Departments will close.

“Profitable” treatments will be cherry picked by private providers. “Expenditure emergency” services will be left to a rump NHS.

Longer waiting times will cause a middle-class exodus to private hospitals and increased GP surgery costs could help.

By Todd Hamer
How to marginalise Stalinism

Letters

I share Eric Lee’s revulsion at the portraits of Stalin on banners at the London May Day march (Solidarity 286), but disagree with his proposed solution: a “no-platform” on the Stalinists.

London’s May Day march is different from other cities because the organising committee insists on holding it on 1 May, usually a working day, rather than on a nearby weekend or holiday.

There is no possibility of large numbers of workers striking to join the march. No-one even tries to organise that. Consequently the march is small. Union banners are often carried by full-time officials or retired people. Turkish and other Stalinist groups which focus their effort on this annual event can dominate, even though they are no visible factor in any other labour movement mobilisation in London.

Because of the Turkish and other Stalinist domination, few even of the trade-unionists and leftists who could get to the march because they work odd hours, or can take the day as annual holiday, bother to do so. The march becomes even smaller, the prominence of the Stalin banners even greater...

The first remedy is to move the march to a weekend or holiday. After many years of small May Days, to get reasonable labour-movement mobilisation will take effort; but it is not impossible.

With a sizeable labour-movement mobilisation, the Stalin banners will automatically become marginal. Although Stalin’s repression of the working class was fascistic, the people carrying the Stalin banners are not fascists. They reckon themselves left-wingers, and on the direct struggle of workers against capitalists in Britain or in Turkey they are in fact left-wingers, of a sort.

To ban them would get us into murky waters. Exactly what is banned? Stalin’s portrait? The name of Stalin? Any organisation known to be Stalinist? Reference to other rulers of despotic nationalised economies? Mao? Castro? Che Guevara?

What of the risk that the union officials would respond to pressure for a ban in a typical bureaucratic way, by simply outlawing all political banners or slogans on the march?

Much better to go with an open policy. An attempt by fascists to join the march should be repulsed: but that attitude can be limited to fascists.

In that framework, and with a bigger march, there would be scope for us to do with the Stalinists what some AWL comrades did in 2009 with a contingent of the Sinhalese-chauvinist JVP on the London May Day march: challenge them, heckle them, demand answers. (The JVP quit the march).

It might also be workable for the march organisers to exclude the biggest Stalin banners — some are huge — by a simple rule that no banner on the march should be bigger than the lead banner.

Much better to deal with the Stalinists politically, by mobilisation and argument, than by an administrative ban.

Martin Thomas, London

• May Day 2009: bit.ly/may-09

Let us eat, drink and be merry!

Kate Harris

A few weeks ago the BBC published an article on how to eat for less than £1 a day, in reference to the Global Poverty Project’s challenge to “Live Below the Line”.

Others have explained better than I could why the diet suggested in the article is totally unrealistic (for example, it is not possible to buy a quartet of a courgette). There’s a good blog-post on atheltheneunread.wordpress.com.

Last week, the BBC published a follow-up article with “Readers’ Stories” of living on little money. A few of the stories included phrases like “my dog eats better than me”, “porridge week”, “it is very lonely and boring”, and “I am suffering from depression as a result of having little or no social contact with friends due to a lack of money for travelling or doing anything.” But one story was from someone who had lived on very little whilst “couch-surfing” around Europe and claimed, “there are... many incredibly happy people who live on next to nothing.”

Couch-surfing, i.e. staying somewhere for free whilst on holiday, is somewhat different to a daily grind of going to work (or looking after kids or going to the Job Centre), coming home, feeding oneself, sleeping and doing it all over again — not being able to afford to travel. Regardless of the happiness levels of individuals, poverty does not make people happy. Poverty tourists who travel to the global South to find out who they are” should have therapy, not search for affirmation in the poor masses.

As a low-paid worker in London in an unstable job who has recently had to take unpaid time off due to illness, I have absolutely no time for people seeing poverty in the UK or anywhere else as a “challenge” or, worse, as something virtuous. Living on little is only a choice for those who can afford not to.

As an ex-Methodist, I am fully aware of the clerical overtones in this country that says we should avoid feasting, avoid drinking and avoid having sex for pleasure, that we should work hard because work itself is good, and that poverty is a virtue.

As an ex-aid worker, I am fully aware of the various methods of fundraising for charities in the global South and the prevalence of trying to get people in the global North to empathise through challenges such as “Live Below the Line”.

As a socialist, I reject all of those. There is plenty enough food in the world to go around for everyone to feast if they so wish, and to have a varied and nutritious diet. It is capitalism that is the problem.

There is nothing wrong with those on a low wage who spend outside their means in order to avoid having absolutely no social life or no enjoyable meals. It is an entirely logical thing to do, particularly if poverty has contributed towards mental health problems. Those who can live for a long time on little without becoming extremely unhappy are very lucky, very strong, or have exceptional support networks.

Pretending to be poor in order to raise money is a self-righteous and artificial waste of time. Living on poverty meals for a week is nothing like living on them for a lifetime, with little to look forward to and no way out.

As socialists, we advocate the redistribution of wealth, the means of production in the hands of workers, and the needs of everyone being catered to — not a poverty-chic, anti-consumerist type of moralism.

Living in comfort, having a well-filled stomach, eating the best foods and drinking the best wines (or other preferred beverages) should be for everyone.

Hawking and the boycott

By Chris Reynolds

Stephen Hawking’s decision not to attend an 18-20 June conference in Jerusalem has caused much celebration among advocates of an academic boycott of Israel.

Hawking himself has made no statement on the issue, but the academic-boycott campaign has published a letter from him to the organisers saying: “I have received a number of emails from Palestinian academics. They are unanimous that I should respect the boycott”. They claim it as a boost for their line that academics, writers, and cultural figures of all sorts should boycott Israel and Israelis across the board.

Yet, as US professor Noam Chomsky said, in an interview done when he visited Gaza City in October 2012 to express solidarity with the Palestinian people: “A call for an academic boycott on Tel Aviv University will strengthen support for Israel and US policy because it’s not understood...

“...In the case of any tactic, you ask yourself, what are its consequences, ultimately for the victims, and indirectly for the audience you are trying to reach... Those are the questions you ask if you care about the victims, if you don’t care about the victims, you won’t bother with these questions and you just do what makes you feel good”.

The boycott has hit and will hit those Israelis most interested in communicating with leftist and liberal opinion across the world. It strengthens the Israelis right in its siege mentality. It undercuts work towards the solidarity between Israeli internationalists, Palestinian campaigners, and activists across the world, on which real progress towards Palestinian liberation depends.

A telling fact about the boycott campaign is that its most visible Palestinian proponent, Omar Barghouti, far from boycotting Israeli academia, has been registered for PhD study at Tel Aviv university.

The boycott has an ugly anti-semitic undertone, in that, to the (small) extent it gathers momentum, it marginalises and targets Jewish people across the world who, for reasons of family ties or Jewish identity, value links with groups inside Israel (but may yet be very critical of Israeli government policy).

In real political terms it is a propagandist annex to the Arab League boycott of Israel, and before it of the Jewish community in Palestine, a boycott in operation since 1948 which has never been a force for progress.

The twist to the story is that the conference Hawking has withdrawn from is not an academic conference. Israeli gov-ernment supporters have accused Chomsky of encouraging Hawking not to attend, and if Chomsky did that he was right to do so.

The event is an Israeli government junket, the “Presidential Conference.” Rather than debating questions of theoretical physics, it is billed as about blah-blah such as “whether the quality of leadership — in all realms of human activity — can make a difference. What is the desired dynamic in relationships between people and leaders in the face of powerful processes of change?”

It is chaired by Israeli president Shimon Peres and attended by Tony Blair and Bill Clinton, none of them likely to have an interest in physics.

Hawking’s attendance there would be more like his appearance in the TV ads for the financial services compari-son website, “Compare”, than an academic connection with an Israeli physicist.
Left must avoid anti-EU trap

Spanish trade unionists march against austerity.

Bob Crow and the leadership of the RMT rail union have joined the chorus for British exit from the EU led by Nigel Lawson, who was Chancellor of the Exchequer for Margaret Thatcher.

Crow argues the right-wing anti-EUers “are now only raising the issue of withdrawal out of pure political opportunism”. Lawson, at age 81, is a bit beyond careerism and vote-catching. He lays out a straightforward pro-capitalist case for EU exit.

He values free trade with Europe, but dislikes EU social regulation. He thinks British capitalism could fare better as an offshore site with lower social overheads and weaker unions than the EU itself.

Lawson’s case makes sense in his (capitalist) terms, which Crow’s doesn’t in his.

Britain already has harsher anti-union laws and weaker social provision in most areas than the main EU states. It has resisted the Social Charter, the Working Time Directive, and the Agency Workers’ Directive. Given free rein, British governments would reverse their limited implementation of those EU provisions, and scrap other limited measures of worker-protection such as Tupe.

In the meantime the workers’ movement would have been weakened by the nationalist demagogy accompanying EU exit — the nonsensical claims that British workers’ difficulties are due not to our capitalist bosses but to this or that official in Brussels — the replacement of worker-versus-boss agitation by Britain-versus-Brussels.

Crow claims to set out a “left-wing, pro-worker case”. But when Crow, with the Socialist Party, ran a “No2EU” slate in the 2009 euro-election, that slate denounced “the so-called freedom of movement of labour” in the EU — in fact, the real, and welcome, freedom for workers in the EU to work and live where they wish.

Another phrase it used to denounce EU migrant workers was “the social dumping of exploited foreign workers in Britain”. It was only a phraseological variant of the right-wing Ukip’s raids against Bulgarian and Rumanian workers.

No2EU folded fast after its ignominious showing in 2009 (1% of the vote, less than the 1.1% for the practically-defunct Socialist Labour Party of Arthur Scargill, despite large part of the RMT’s political funds being spent on No2EU). However, we understand Crow now talks of resurrecting it for the Euro-elections in May 2014.

Presumably the proposal would be to fold TUSC, the electoral front run by the Socialist Party and supported by Crow, into No2EU at least for the duration. We will have to wait to see what the SP thinks.

Help us raise £15,000

On Saturday 11 May, Workers’ Liberty ran a stall at the London Radical Bookfair, hosted by the Alliance of Radical Bookellers. We sold copies of our latest books — Working-Class Politics and Anarchism, What is Capitalism? Can it Last?, and Antonio Gramsci: Working-Class Revolutionary — as well as older volumes like How Solidarity Can Change the World and The Fate of the Russian Revolution.

The next outing for the AWL bookstall will be on 18-20 May at la Fête de Lutte Ouvrière, near Paris, the largest gathering of the revolutionary left in Europe. Attending the Fête is not only a good opportunity to sell our literature, but a way to make direct links with other socialists from around Europe and across the world.

With your support, we can not only expand our bookstall but send more comrades to the Fête, and events like it, each year.

Help us raise £15,000 by 21 June 2013. You can contribute in the following ways:

● Taking out a monthly standing order using the form below or at www.workersliberty.org/resources. Please post completed forms to us at the AWL address below.
● Making a donation by cheque, payable to “AWL”, or donating online at www.workersliberty.org/donate.
● Organising a fundraising event.
● Taking copies of Solidarity to sell.

Get in touch to discuss joining the AWL. More information: 020 7608 9541 or awl@workersliberty.org / AWL, 20E Tower Workshops, 58 Riley Road, London SE1 3DG.

Solidarity skips a week on 22 May, and Solidarity 287 will be out on 29 May
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How Stalin destroyed communism!

By Albert Gates (Al Glotzer)

The announcement by the Executive Committee of the Communist International that it was proposing its dissolution came with the suddenness we have become accustomed to expect from Stalin's Russia.

The parties affiliated to the Comintern were not advised beforehand that its Praesidium had such a proposal under consideration. In a cumbrous, belated manner, the proposal was given to the capitalist press and the "Communist" parties learned of it from this source. As was to be expected, those parties which continue to exist have declared their complete agreement with the Moscow action.

With the advent of Stalinism, the Communist International ceased to be an organisation devoted to the task of fighting for the establishment of a world socialist society. With the degeneration of the Russian Revolution and the destruction of the workers' state, Stalinist society has evolved a new type of state, a state of bureaucratic collectivism — the rule of a new class of bureaucrats owning and controlling the nationalised property.

Stalin's Russia is a nationalistic society; it is the enemy of socialism and any movement which seeks to establish the socialist society — the free order of the exploited peoples of the world.

Under Stalin, the Communist International was made to conform to the national interests of Russia. Every situation which developed in other countries, promising to further the new world order of socialism, was brutally destroyed not only by the forces of reaction and fascism, but by international Stalinism acting through its agents in the "Communist" parties of other countries, and through the GPU, which operates throughout the world.

The Communist International was formed in March 1919 in Moscow. The victory of the Russian workers in the Revolution of November 1917 made it possible to convene the representatives of the revolutionary socialist parties of the world and to form this once brilliant international of socialism. But its real origin lay in the ruins of the labour movement brought about by the chaos of the First World War. The men responsible for the convening of the 1919 Congress were Lenin and Trotsky and their international co-thinkers.

They regarded the victory of the Russian workers as only the first step in the triumph of world socialism. As Marxists, they knew that socialism could exist only as a world society, and that the task of the Communist International was to gather the independent revolutionary socialist parties of the world into one united organisation, to exchange ideas and experiences for the single purpose of advancing the international interests of the oppressed.

This concept was not based on the idea that the problems of the workers were the same in all countries. On the contrary, the leaders of the Communist International understood full well that the problems of the various parties were quite different and that their specific tactics would be different.

What, then, would bind these parties in one international organisation?

This was the recognition that the principal aim of the workers everywhere — that is, the establishment of the power of the workers as the first step toward socialism — was the same, that it was an international problem. Moreover, the concept of socialism as an international social order based on the cooperative relationship of the peoples of all countries made such a world organisation necessary.

This was the outgrowth of the conditions prevalent in capitalism. Stalinism pointed out that in an economic sense, capitalism was itself an international order. Modern capitalism is based upon world trade, a world division of labour, and the interdependence of nations. One of the main contradictions of this capitalist order is that while it is international in character it remains national in form. Thus the national capitalist states remain in competition with each other, reaching periodic stages of crisis, war, destruction, poverty, and unemployment.

Because capitalism had outlived its usefulness, that is, its progressive function, socialism was on the order of the day.

To realise socialism, an international organisation of the revolutionary socialist movements was indispensable. This was the underlying purpose behind the organisation of the Communist International of Lenin and Trotsky.

Thus, when the Stalinist International declares the contrary, it lies. In this lie, it pays verbal allegiance to the idea of internationalism while it carries out in practice the reactionary doctrines of nationalism, a nationalism based on a new type of ruling class (the Stalinist bureaucracy) resting upon a new type of property (nationalised property). Listen to what the Comintern says about the reasons which prompted its action:

"Before the war it had already become increasingly clear that to the extent that the internal as well as the international situation of the individual countries became more complicated, the solution of the problems of the labour movement of each individual country through the medium of some international centre would meet insuperable obstacles.

"The deep difference in the historical roads of development of each country of the world, the diverse character and even the contradiction in their social orders; the difference in level and rate of their social and political development, and finally, the difference in the degree of consciousness and organisation of the workers, conditioned also the various problems which face the working class of each individual country.

"The entire course of a century, as well as the accumulated experiences of the Communist International, have convincingly proved that the organisational form for uniting the workers as chosen by the First Congress of the Communist International, and which corresponded to the needs of the initial period of the rebirth of the labour movement, more and more outlived itself in proportion to the growth of this movement and to the increasing complexity of problems in each country; and that this form even became a hindrance to the further strengthening of the national workers' parties."

The three paragraphs are filled with distortions. What it actually says is that the organisation of the Communist International was a mistake! Reading it, one would believe that the Communist International was formed because it believed the conditions in all countries to be alike, that the rate of political development was the same internationally, and that the problems of the workers' organisations everywhere were the same. This is an utter falsification.

When the Communist International was formed it was also extremely difficult to maintain good relationships between the parties and the international because of the persecution of the movement and the objective situation in which Soviet Russia found itself. That, however, did not prevent the formation of the International and its functioning.

The outbreak of the present war did not prevent Stalin's International from functioning. Witness how well the Communist Parties in Great Britain, France, and the United States carried through their struggle against the world war during the 1914-1918 conflict. Communicating its decision to sabotage the Allies was found to be quite easy.

Recall the First World War. The Socialist International destroyed its basis for existence when the national parties supported their respective imperialist governments. The International could not meet, and it too experienced "difficulties," but not even the Social Democratic misleaders of that time were able to formally dissolve it.

In its founding Congress, the Communist International clearly stipulated the reasons for its formation. It was based on world conditions not unlike the present. "The internal as well as the international situation of the individual countries was "complicated," and "the solution of the problems of the labour movement of each individual country through the medium of some international centre met insuperable obstacles."

At that time there also existed a "deep difference in the historical roads of development of each country of the world." Their characters were "diverse" and even their social orders were "contradictory." The whole Communist International understood that capitalism developed "unevenly," that the degree of consciousness and organisation of the workers in all countries were different, and that their problems were different.

Here is what Lenin had to say about the formation of the Communist International:

"The Third International was in reality created in 1918, after the protracted struggle with opportunism, and 'social chauvinism,' especially during the war, had resulted in the formation of a Communist Party in various countries. The formal recognition of the International dates from the first congress of its members held in Moscow in March, 1919. The most prominent feature of the Third International, namely, its mission to carry out the principles of Marxism and to realise the ideals of socialism and the labour movement, manifested itself immediately in that this third international association of working men has to a certain extent become identical with the league of socialist 'soviets' republics."

Into Life

"The First International laid the basis of the international struggle of the proletariat for socialism. The Second International marked a period of preparation, a period in which the soil was tilled with a view to the widest possible propagation of the movement in many of the countries. The Third International in the world's history is that it was the first to put into life the greatest of all Marx's principles, the principle summarising the process of the development of socialism and the labour movement and expressed in the words, the dictatorship of the proletariat" [the democratic workers' state].

Lenin added:

"Any Marxist, nay, anyone conversant with modern science, if asked whether he believed in the probability of a unitary, harmonious and perfectly-proportioned transition of various capitalist countries to the dictatorship of the proletariat, would undoubtedly answer that question in the negative. In the capitalist world there had never been any room for uniformity, harmony and perfect proportions. Every country has brought into prominence now one, then another, feature or features of capitalism, and of the labour movement. The rate of development has been varied."

In the early years of the Communist International, this was the prevailing theory. Difficulties of communication, objective difficulties of functioning, uneven development of capitalist countries, different tactics for different parties, varying rates in the growth and activities of the national parties, had nothing whatever to do with their necessity for the existence of the international organisation of the revolutionary socialists of the world. It only stressed the nature of the problems which had to be overcome, and the general difficulty of ushering in the new society of genuine freedom and security for the working class.

But this Communist International died a long time ago. Only the formal structure and the name remained. For it truly..."
began a Stalinist International, interested only in the preservation of the rule of Stalin’s bureaucratic regime in Russia. Its chief role has been to act as the shock troops of Russian diplomacy. The national parties enjoyed no independence. Their policies were decided in Moscow; their leaderships were changed at will. The question which interested Stalin and his cohorts was simply this: What service can these organisations render me? And thus the International was completely subordinated to the interests of the new Russia of Stalin!

When it was first formed, the Communist International was a democratic body. Its statutes required that it meet at least once every two years, to examine its policies, to correct them if necessary, to adopt new ones, and in general to take an inventory of the condition of the world organisation and to elect its international leadership.

Between the years 1919 and 1922, four congresses were held. The Fifth Congress met in 1924. Under Stalin, however, the Sixth Congress met four years afterward in 1928, and the Seventh Congress, or the last held by the Comintern, convened in 1935. Thus, in a period of almost nineteen years, the Communist International, under Stalin, met only twice!

### ALLIANCE

The war has undoubtedly changed Stalin’s mind about how to use his international apparatus, in what form it may here be employed.

For his present purpose, the establishment of a closer working alliance with Great Britain and the United States, the formal existence of the Comintern seems to be cumbersome and expensive. Moreover, in the present campaign to make Stalin and his state acceptable to millions in both countries and to enhance the alliance which is being worked out by these nations, the Comintern is a stumbling block. Thus, if it stands in the way of the national interests of the bureaucratic collectivist state in Russia, then there is nothing left to do but to dissolve it.

How? By the simple expedient of killing it at the top. The Communist parties will in their “new form” continue as they have in the past to serve the best nationalistic interests of Stalinist Russia. That is, the only basis for their existence: as the international arm of the Stalin dictatorship.

When the Comintern says that it hopes the end of the war will make possible the reorganisation of an International upon a new basis. It merely signifies that the present Stalinist organisations throughout the world will hold themselves in readiness for whatever order will come from Moscow. Thus the present “dissolution” is merely a subterfuge to improve the international position of Stalin in the war, and in preparation for a post-war period.

Nothing has fundamentally been changed by the action of the Comintern. One of the greatest menaces to the international working class remains organised Stalinism throughout the world, whether in a functioning international or in one formally, but not actually, dissolved.

The future of the workers’ movement, the future of socialism, depends upon the quickest divestment of the labour movement from the cancerous influence of international Stalinism — that enemy of the free society of world socialism.

The future lies in reorganisation of the international movement of the oppressed of the world, in the re-establishment of a true socialist international based on the teachings and the spirit of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Trotsky, those valiant fighters against oppression, exploitation, war and poverty.

- The articles are from the 31 May 1943 edition of Labor Action, the newspaper of the dissident American Trotskyist group the Workers Party.

Contrary to both the Stalinists and the “orthodox” Trotskyists, Labor Action did not see the USSR as any kind of progressive society but rather a form of class exploitation to be resisted just as much as capitalism. Solidarity and Workers’ Liberty agrees, and believes that attitude is instructive for how to relate to China, North Korea, Cuba, and Vietnam today, as well as other forces ostensibly oppositional to western capitalism such as Latin American populist-nationalism or political Islam.

### What next?

**By Emanuel Geltman**

Nobody in his right mind believes that the “dissolution” of the Stalinist International actually means that Stalin is going to dispense with the services of his servants in the various Communist Parties throughout the world.

It is true that Stalin has an infinitesimal contempt for them. He always has had. Long before he completely fastened his hold on the International, and converted it into an arm of the Russian Foreign Office, Stalin spoke contemptuously of the International and the parties in it. However, it is not at all unusual for masters to have an utter contempt for their servants even where these servants are most indispensable.

Stalin needs his servants. For example, he finds it most useful to have parties which will be for or against war in their respective countries, according to what Russia’s national interests dictate. Further, these parties are useful to him as supplements to the GPU and as destructive instruments inside the working-class movement to prevent its development on a socialist path. Socialism is as great a menace to Stalinism as it is to fascism and international capitalism.

Thus, the first point to establish in connection with the “dissolution” is that in one form or another the Stalinist parties will continue to operate — and to operate under the orders of the Kremlin.

Why, then, the gesture of formal dissolution? There are many reasons, among which the most important are:

1. It is a gesture to the United States and Great Britain designed at helping these countries counteract Hitler’s “anti-Bolshevik” propaganda. Hitler knows that Stalin is as much a Bolshevist as he himself is — which is to say, no Bolshevist at all. However, he finds it a valuable propaganda weapon.

2. It is a half-promise that in the occupied countries the Stalinists will string along with the Roosevelt-Churchill plans for those countries — for the present, anyway. The occupied countries are a thorny problem for the Allied imperialists. They confront a multitude of problems — conflicts of interest between the would-be rulers. Not the least of these problems is the potential influence of the Stalinists who have the only forces that approximate disciplined organisation.

3. It is, consequently and in general, a token of good will given to Roosevelt and Churchill in return for similar gestures, and concrete assistance, given Russia. No doubt this dissolution has been under discussion for a long time — not with the Stalinist parties (which, in this country, at least, were yelling up to the day of the announcement that the demands in the capitalist press for the dissolution of the Stalinist were the inspiration of arch-reaction), but with the Allied diplomats.

Under lend-lease, Roosevelt has sent Stalin such offerings of good will as the production of that monstrousity of monstrities — the movie, Mission to Moscow. He even sent Joseph Davies, who helped the movie producers commit mayhem on his bad-enough book, on a second mission to Moscow — together with a print of the movie. (Stalin on viewing it said it is “wonderful.” It is for him.)

We are not saying that the movie led to the dissolution. Imperialist politics are not that simple. But the sequence of events, which include the production of the movie and the second visit of Mr. Davies undoubtedly are related to the gesture. Far more importantly, of course, more substantial agreements were no doubt exchanged — possibly boundary agreements, possibly agreements on the locale of the second front (Stalin is dead-set against the Balkans as the place), possibly offers of increased supplies. […]
Preobrazhensky: ABC and NEP

Our movement
By Michéaël MacEoin

Yevgeni Preobrazhensky (1886-1937), was a Bolshevik, economist, and one-time member of the Trotskyist Left Opposition against Stalin.

From 1904, Preobrazhensky sided with the Bolshevik faction in the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party, becoming a member of the Ural provincial bureau of the Party. During 1917, he was a delegate of the Chita Soviet in south-east Russia, and became a candidate member of the Central Committee of the Russian Communist Party.

In 1918, Preobrazhensky sided with Bukharin and the Left Communist faction against signing the Brest-Litovsk Peace Treaty with Germany. In 1919, the two men wrote The ABC of Communism. Immensely popular and the most widely-circulated pre-Stalinist exposition of Bolshevism, the book reflected the healthy optimism of "war communism".

After the Russian Civil War wrought economic collapse, the Bolsheviks were forced to reckon, practically and theoretically, with the problem of maintaining the "dictatorship of the proletariat" in an isolated, economically backward, and overwhelmingly peasant country. In the ensuing debates, Bukharin and Preobrazhensky found themselves occupying opposite positions.

Bukharin made a virtue out of the limited market reforms of the New Economic Policy, and embraced the possibility of "socialism in one country". Bukharin reasoned that if the middle and wealthy peasants could produce not only enough to feed the towns and themselves, but also a marketable surplus of peasant economy, then it would be a source of tax revenue and would create domestic demand for the products of state-owned industry. He urged the peasantry to "enrich yourselves, accumulate, develop your economy.

Though it is true that, in this slogan, it revealed an inherent problem in his approach. An overly "sectoral" focus on the relationship between industry and agriculture failed to take account of the risk of accelerating social differentiation between the poor, middle, and wealthy peasants (kulaks).

Wealthy peasants would accumulate at the expense of other classes, by paying low wages to agricultural workers, or through charging high prices for food and increased rent for land. This also threatened the Bolsheviks' promises to the poorer peasants and agricultural labourers.

Preobrazhensky provided an alternative policy. In the NEP period, much focus was placed on recovering from the temporary destruction of the civil war. Preobrazhensky was more concerned with Russia's underlying backwardness, and with expanded industrialisation. He said resources for sustained industrialisation could only come from within the state industrial sector; during an initial period large sums of necessary capital would need to be transferred from other sources — from the peasant economy.

Preobrazhensky used the unfortified metaphor "primitive socialist accumulation" to describe this initial phase. It was an allusion to Marx's argument in Capital that the pre-history of capitalism was characterised internally by industrialisation, in which the peasantry was forcibly dispossessed.

In The New Economics (1924), Preobrazhensky did not advocate coercion against the peasantry, but insisted on the exploitation of the peasantry, in the technical Marxist sense of extracting surplus value. The state should use its power over foreign trade and its position as the major supplier of industrial goods to pump surpluses out of the peasant economy.

This analysis, and the Opposition's warnings against the "rightist" in Bukharin's programme, were borne out by events. On 15 February 1928, Pravda was forced to admit that "the village has expanded and enriched itself... The kulak has established an alliance with the city speculators, who pay higher prices for grain." It was the lack of industrial products which "permits the peasants in general and the kulak in particular to hoard grain.

The Opposition's argument was the factional battle in the Soviet Union as one between the Left, representing the interests of the working class, and the Right, channeling the interests of the new proprietors — kulaks and NEPmen (privatisation), in which the state industrial sector struggled to meet consumer demand.

This analysis, and the Opposition's warnings against the "rightist" in Bukharin's programme, were borne out by events. On 15 February 1928, Pravda was forced to admit that "the village has expanded and enriched itself... The kulak has established an alliance with the city speculators, who pay higher prices for grain." It was the lack of industrial products which "permits the peasants in general and the kulak in particular to hoard grain.

There is also the great tradition of family members working together — many of our dockers work alongside fathers, brothers, uncles etc., and now we have daughters, sisters, and wives working with us too.

Automation is a very topical issue. There was a conference in December 2018 at Trade Union House that I went to, and the union there has been proactive in making sure the dockers — many of our dockers work alongside fathers, brothers, uncles etc., and now we have daughters, sisters, and wives working with us too.

Dock workers can be better organised by working together in these difficult times. That means establishing links not only in their own ports but with other UK and international ports. We must ensure that all shop stewards receive training in organising, as I believe organising is more important than recruitment. If you are organised, recruitment will follow. The effectiveness of winning in the workplace is the key to sustaining a strong and influential union

There is international solidarity between dockers’ struggles through the International Transport Workers Federation (ITF) Dockers’ Section Committee that meets regularly and discusses disputes and solidarity. There is also the Global Network Terminals campaign against the four giant companies — APM Terminals, DP World (which operates Southampton Container Terminal), Hutchison Port Holdings, and PSA International. These four companies control over 50% of the ports around the world but have different standards in every one.

The ITF are trying to engage with these companies to enter into a global framework agreement to improve these standards.

For more “My Life At Work” interviews, see bit.ly/MyLifeAtWork

“Isolated and Exiled, the ranks of the Left Opposition began to desert. After Trotsky’s deportation to Turkey in February 1929, the Opposition’s internal divisions widened.”

Preobrazhensky and Radek, concerned at the social crisis emerging from the revolution, sought a return to the ranks of the party. They believed that Stalin was implementing some of the Opposition’s ideas, albeit through repugnant means.

In April 1929, Preobrazhensky published an appeal “To All Comrades-in-Opposition!” arguing that the Opposition had done its duty by the party by opposing the Central Committee’s course up until then but should now return to the fold. In May, he was allowed to return to Moscow. The following month he was joined by Smilga and Radek, and in July the three men announced their “ideological and organisational break with Trotskyism.”

Stalin then crushed all opposition to the rule of the bureaucracy. In early 1933, after a new wave of expulsions from the party, Preobrazhensky, Smirnov and “many other capitalists were once again expelled and imprisoned; they were persecuted even more cruelly than the Oppositionists who had never surrendered.”

The 20 December 1936, Preobrazhensky was arrested again. He refused to confess and on 13 July 1937 was sentenced to death and shot. He was rehabilitated in 1988 by Mikhail Gorbachev’s government.

“There is a special bond between dockers”

Steve Biggs, a dock worker and Unite rep at Southampton Container Terminal, spoke to Solidarity about his job.

The main issue facing dockers in all UK container ports is overcrowding.

With the new port at London Gateway opening this year, and no new volumes coming into the UK, the fear is shipping lines leaving Southampton, Felixstowe, Tilbury, and Thameport and going to there. London Gateway is selling itself as a non-union port and offering lower wages and terms and conditions. Last year was a difficult time for us. There were redundancies at South Coast Port Services, our contractor company. They were all union members.

Containerisation came in during the 1970s and changed everything. Now the role of the docker is less labour intensive and more skilled, with more time spent driving cranes and straddle carriers.

There is still a special bond between dockers, and we work as a team together and have some great characters.
This year’s Ideas for Freedom — the annual weekend of socialist discussion and debate hosted by Workers’ Liberty — will focus on how Marxist ideas can help turn the tide of class struggle.

For five years the ruling class, in Britain and all over the world, has been using the crisis of their system to their advantage — to ride roughshod over our living standards, our rights, and our resistance. Capitalism is widely discredited, but the tide of struggle is running strongly in the capitalists’ favour. We’ll be discussing how to change that.

Transforming the labour movement

To turn the tide, we need to turn the labour movement around. With almost seven million workers in trade unions, the British labour movement is still strong — so why has it made so little difference in stopping the Tories’ offensive?

What battles, both from the our movement’s past and going on today, suggest ways to reverse and rebuild?

On the Friday night of IFF, we will be showing Ken Loach’s film The Spirit of ‘45, about how workers gained the NHS and welfare state after World War 2.

John McDonnell MP

Most of the Tories’ cuts have yet to go through. From benefit cuts to higher education, from the destruction of local government to the privatisation of the NHS, how can we stop them in their tracks? Ed ‘Baser of Birmingham Communities Against the Cuts and Ruth Cadbury, secretary of Union in Lambeth Council, will be among our panel speakers.

Workers from the “3 Cosas” campaign will speak about their struggle

Marxist ideas to turn the tide

This year’s Ideas for Freedom will include Camilla Bassi speaking on the fight against gender violence worldwide, with a focus on India, and Hannah Thompson leading a workshop on the ideas of feminist theorist and “queer” theorist Judith Butler.

The role of Marxist ideas

Marxists trying to help develop class struggles do not simply repeat “More militancy!”

There is a rich tradition in Marxism about how to formulate goals for struggle and how to organise a fight — including the early years of the Communist International, before the rise of Stalinism, when workers inspired by the Russian revolution set out to win the majority of the world’s labour movements for socialist ideas.

Ideas for Freedom will include a series of workshops on the fundamental ideas discussed at the 1922 Congress of the Comintern, the last Congress before it began to be corrupted by the Stalinist counter-revolution: “transitional demands”, “united front” and “workers’ government”. We will discuss the strengths and weaknesses of these ideas, how they have been misused and their relevance today.

The opening plenary of the event will also look at the role of “transitional demands” today, with RMT activist Jasmine Booth, Unite activist Elaine Jones and Unison activist Ed Whitty highlighting different aspects of a “workers’ plan” to fight back.

The SWP is the biggest “Marxist” group in Britain today, and it is in a deep crisis that shows no sign of ending. Sean Matgamna of Workers’ Liberty and journalist John Palmer, both of whom sat on the national committee of what became the SWP in the 1970s, will discuss the “International Socialist” tradition which generations of SWP have been taught is the pride of their organisation. The “ES tradition” was supposed to provide an alternative to Stalinism and Stalinist-influenced Trotskyism — how did things go so badly wrong?

The SWP claims to be “Leninist”. What does that mean? Cathy Nugent will look at myths about Lenin’s ideas and the claims of “Leninist” groups. We will also be continuing our reassessment of the contribution of Antonio Gramsci to Marxist ideas.

Learn from revolutionary history

Every year Ideas for Freedom features a stream of introductory sessions on particular aspect of Marxist ideas.

This year, we decided to do that slightly differently, looking at rev. Solidarismo outstanding struggles around the world which we think were particularly significant for socialist politics.

Instead of looking at the non-working class revolutions sometimes lauded on the left — China 1949, Vietnam, Cuba — our choice highlights the ideas of socialism as working-class self-liberation. Rosie Huzzard will lead a workshop on the Paris Commune; Heather Shaw and Stephen Wood on China in 1925-7; Tony Byrne on the rise of Solidarnosc in Poland.

Other sessions on revolutionary history will include Vicki Morris and Chris Marks on the 1943 Warsaw Ghetto uprising, and Sacha Ismail discussing the role of African American soldiers in the US civil war, illustrated with clips from the film Glory.

Other sessions

Other sessions will include a speaker from the rank-and-file workers’ organisation UDD DER on working-class organising in Turkey; a radical East London walking tour, led by David Rosenberg of East End Walks; debate on Hugo Chavez’s legacy; victimised Australian trade union militant speaking by Skype; and Sarah Weston and Ellie Clarke leading a discussion on socialism and theatre.
Left Unity: make space for debate

By a delegate

Left Unity is billed by its key organiser as filling a gap in the political market for Left politics; the thousands of people who signed the appeal for a new party billed as an expression of the widespread yearning for anti-austerity politics in Britain.

Unfortunately, defined politics noticeably took the back seat at Left Unity’s first delegate meeting on 11 May, attended by almost 100 people.

The debates started with an incredibly long discussion on a procedural motion by Nick Wrack and Simon Hardy not to take decisions on the statements and key political motions. The heart of the matter was that this would enable discussion in small groups. Most motions had not been distributed prior to the delegate conference and there would be no democratic mandate on them.

After the procedural motion was carried, and so the conference did not debate the statement put out by Kate Hudson, the amendments to it, or the more left-wing statement of principles, adopted by Nick Wrack.

The key theme of the day was the suspicion of the existing organisations of the left. The need to enact “safeguards” and “policing” against left groups dominated the first session of the conference.

The debate came to a head in the proposal by the Weekly Worker that existing organisations of the left who support Left Unity should be allowed to send observers to the National Co-ordinating Group. Some suspicion of SWP and SP is understandable given what they’ve done in the anti-cuts movement and in the Socialist Alliance, but the discussion did not focus on honestly assessing previous attempts at left unity and learning from our past. The speeches against the Weekly Worker proposal, loudly and enthusiastically supported by the majority of the meeting, smacked of Stalinism and paranoia.

“The sects will use the information gained [in observing the Co-ordinating group meetings] to try and destroy us” — nobody elaborated on what secrets are discussed in the co-ordinating group which cannot be gained by intervening in a local Left Unity group and why those secrets exist. “You can’t have one foot in and one foot out... You have to give you heart and your soul”. This is a new initiative yet to develop its politics or form of organisation, and you want my heart and my soul before I can engage in it?

The suspicion and blocking of existing left groups is not consistently applied by the key players in Left Unity. Socialist Resistance, who seem to have made a decision to wholly subsume their own politics to the bland, reformist politics of “against austerity and war”, have been welcomed with open arms into the project.

There was a lot of bigging up Syriza and the parties of the European left in a vague and apolitical way — and with no recognition was made that Syriza’s structure, explicitly guaranteeing democratic rights to left-wing minority trends like DEA and Kokkino, is somewhat at odds with Left Unity’s recognition was made that Syriza’s structure, explicitly guaranteeing democratic rights to left-wing minority trends like DEA and Kokkino, is somewhat at odds with Left Unity’s policy on the involvement of existing socialist groups. No assessment was made of where Syriza came from and of the difficulty of wishing a party of the Syriza type to exist. The “European left” was celebrated with no critical assessment of who the European left are and what they have done.

The meeting was incredibly chaotic. At various points it had to be clarified four or five times what was being voted on. Often that clarification came from various delegates from the floor rather than the chair or standing orders. Amendments were put which weren’t amendments to anything in particular, points of order were made which were in face speeches for or against, in any given vote a substantial section of the room had no idea what was being voted on.

PROCEDURAL

This was in part due to Left Unity’s cult of inexperience. One of the chairs of the debate on the procedural motion was described as never having been to a political meeting before. This is not a copy error — although he seemed to be 40-ish, it was said not that he’d never chaired a political meeting before to help set them up, or tell people what it involves. By far the most political intervention of the day was when Ken Loach was brought in to address the conference as a guest speaker. His speech cut through the double speak of people trying to hide their politics and intentions behind a veneer of broadness and not scare people off.

He spoke against the idea we should abandon the old language of the left — words like “socialism” and “working class”. We should be careful to be understandable, but that the language we use to describe the world we live in and its horrors has been developed over hundreds of years to allow us to discuss ideas. He said any party must explicitly not be one of social democracy. It must be a party which looks to end the horizon of capitalism and replace it with a new society, based on the democratic common ownership of the wealth and the means of production. It’s a shame that this debate was not had out on the floor of the conference.

Some of the lines of difference in Left Unity are already clear. Is the problem just neo-liberalism or capitalism? What does socialism mean? Does a new party need to be more than an electoral project? Reform and revolution. What is a democratic way of organising?

If Left Unity is to become anything other than another failed attempt it will take time and effort. It will take an honest and reasoned argument. In local groups people must start having that argument.

More on Left Unity

• Wrack and Hudson statements: bit.ly/wr-hud
• Left Unity website debate on Labour: bit.ly/fix-act
• On Alex Callinicos’s new perspectives article: bit.ly/fluander
• Italy’s left searches for unity: bit.ly/ita-unity

Debate takes time and effort: join in!

By Nick Wrack

Your reporter writes: “If Left Unity is to become anything other than another failed attempt it will take time and effort.” I have relished the opportunity to speak in support of them. However, most people would not have seen them before arriving at the meeting. They certainly wouldn’t have been discussed in any but a few of the local groups.

In moving the procedural motion I argued that all the statements, etc., should be motivated and then taken back to the local groups for consideration.

Understandably, some of those attending were impatient and wanted to move more quickly. Those from the majority on the co-ordinating committee who pressed for the debate to proceed to a vote without proper discussion should have known better.

Now, we have the opportunity to have a real debate. The points raised by Ken Loach go to the heart of the issue we have to discuss. They coincide with the points I raised in the morning session — that it is a question of how our class responds to a crisis of capitalism, not just of neo-liberalism; of how we fight not just for reforms but for a society in which there are no rich and poor but where the resources of society are owned collectively and run democratically, with production for need rather than for profit.

Should the Left Unity project be about establishing a social democratic party, which opposes “neo-liberalism” and “austerity”, or a socialist party, which fights against capitalism, the system that gives rise to “austerity”, and which poses a complete alternative to it?

This is a real debate, that will take “time and effort”. It is a debate which socialists of all hues should welcome and in which they should participate.

Nick Wrack was commenting on our website on the report above.
Unison branches must fight pay deal

By a local government worker

On 7 May, Unison representatives on the National Joint Council (NJC, which negotiates local government pay) voted by 14-13 not to recommend rejections of the latest pay offer of 1%. It was agreed it would be made clear that this is the best that can be achieved by negotiation, but not to make a recommendation either way.

When inflation is running between 3-4% and in the context of previous years’ pay cuts and freezes, this offer is another cut. Local government bosses initially offered 0.6%, or 1% with some strings. These were both rightly rejected by Unison.

The “strings” were essentially further attacks on our terms and conditions: cuts in car allowances, sick pay, annual leave, and a reduction in continuous service provision.

**REJECT**

Whilst Unison was right to reject the offer with the strings, it is clear that 1% in itself isn’t acceptable.

Part of the problem was that Unison’s pay claim was unclear — it was for an unspecified “substantial” amount. Unison should have put in a percentage claim with an additional flat rate for lower-paid workers.

Despite the Unison leadership’s distortions, it is not true that branches are not allowed to distribute material contradicting national recommendations (or lack of them).

Some branches campaigned for rejection of the shoddy pensions deal in 2011. We need to campaign for action of this pay offer.

A position of rejection has already been agreed by Unison regions in London, the North West, Scotland, and Wales. Campaigning will be difficult, as postal ballots are by their nature individual and isolating. We need to have arguments about the alternative in our workplaces, and hold meetings on this issue.

There are members who think that if we accept a pay cut, we’ll save jobs — but the job cuts we have faced in local government (which some estimates put as high as 20%) at the same time as a pay freeze show this isn’t the case.

We need to produce literature that shows people how much they have lost since 2008 and start building confidence for a fightback.

Air traffic workers face cuts

By a NATS worker

Staff in National Air Traffic Services (NATS) face job losses of between 275 and 475 staff at control centres and headquarter sites.

At its upper limit, this cut represents more than 13% of the targeted workforce, and over a tenth of NATS employees overall.

The news comes just weeks after members of Prospect and PCS, the unions organising in NATS, voted (on the recommendation of their union leaderships) for a pay deal tied in with further detrimental changes to the Defined Benefit pension scheme. As a result of the deal, Prospect and PCS Executive reps will be joining with management in recommending to the pension trustees that the indexation be changed from RPI to CPI.

For such a change contradicts the national policies of both of these unions, but the justification given is that this is required to mitigate a £1bn deficit. Also cunningly written into the deal is the commitment that the unions will not lobby the Trustees otherwise without first consulting.

Effectively, this would mean any union policy seeking to reverse the recommendation to the Trustees would have to run past management before being enacted. The emphasis in union communications has been on avoiding compulsory redundancies, with no discussion of the possibility of fighting the cuts.

Across Europe there is a different picture. On 12 June, air traffic staff will be holding a day of action, led by the European Transport Workers’ Federation (ETF), to protest against cost reduction targets and introduction of competition into new areas of air traffic service provision.

The time could not be more apt for unions to mount a defence against air traffic cuts, by refusing cuts in NATS and standing in solidarity with European colleagues.

Strikes due across London

Underground

By Jonny West

Workers across London Underground in the RMT union could strike in a series of disputes across a variety of issues. Cleaners working for the contractor BS returned a 100% vote in favour of strikes to demand the payment of the London Living Wage from day one of employment, and against management abuse of sickness procedures.

Electrical engineers and contractors employed by Mitie voted by a nine to one margin for strikes to stop redundancies and unilateral changes to working conditions.

Hammersmith and City, Metropolitan, and Circle Line drivers also voted to strike in a dispute around issues arising from the introduction of new stock. Demands include more time for train preparation.

Drivers and driver instructors on the Piccadilly Line will also ballot for strikes against management’s abuse of agreed procedures.

London Overground workers employed by STC Security will take further action in a long-running dispute over management bullying.

They will begin action short of a strike on 17 May, including refusal to submit incident reports.

- For up-to-the-minute information, see the blog of Workers’ Liberty’s Trade worker bulletin — workersliberty.org/twblog

Reinstall Oscar Alvarez!

Oscar is an Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) union rep at the West Perivale bus garage. He has been sacked on spurious charges as part of a wave of sackings of Metronome bus drivers who has targeted union activists.

Another sacked union rep, Gerry Dowling (Unite), has already won reinstatement.

Support the campaign to reinstall Oscar at twblog/REINSTALLOSCARNOW (case-sensitive).
Tories push kids into poverty: Labour says “give up”

By Chris Reynolds

Share prices are going up, profits are increasing. “Top bosses’ pay is soaring.” And child poverty is rising, almost as fast.

According to a new report from the conservative Institute of Fiscal Studies (IFS): “Tax and benefit reforms introduced since April 2010 can account for almost all of the increase in child poverty projected over the next few years using the absolute low-income measure; using the relative low-income measure, child poverty would actually have fallen in the absence of reforms as a result of falls in median income”.

Coalition government policies will continue to drive up child poverty until 2020-1 at least. But Labour’s reaction? Jon Cruddas, the policy supremo appointed by Ed Miliband, has said: “the existing child poverty target needs rethinking”. Nick Pearce, a wonk at the IPPR, a former Labour government adviser, and still influential in Labour circles, says flatly that “Labour must drop its child poverty target”. He brightly proposes “freezing child benefit in cash terms for a decade” because the money could pay for more day care.

IFS: “Relative child poverty is projected to increase by six percentage points between 2010-11 and 2020-21, reversing all of the reductions between 2000-01 and 2010-11. In 2020-21, child poverty is projected to be 23.5% and 27.4% using the relative and absolute low-income measures respectively. This translates to increases across the decade of 1.1 million in the number of children in poverty according to the relative low-income measure, and 1.4 million in the number of children in poverty according to the absolute low-income measure”.

IFS predicts 3.4 million children in relative poverty in 2020-1, and 3.9 million in absolute poverty. The relative measure defines children as in poverty if their household has less than 60% of the median income of households of similar composition; the absolute measure, if less than a fixed figure, 60% of the median in 2010-1.

The absolute poverty figure is higher than the relative one because the IFS predicts median incomes (not top incomes, of course) will be lower in 2020-21 than in 2010-11. Because the average person will be worse off, the defining line for absolute poverty will fall.

The IFS’s figures are not scaremongering worst-case scenarios. IFS has assumed both “relatively strong economic growth” after 2016-7 and that the coalition government’s Universal Credit scheme works well and thus increases take-up of means-tested benefits above the rates in the present system; where those benefits must be claimed piecemeal.

One element in the IFS figures may overstate child poverty: IFS uses predictions of the RPI measure of inflation to estimate values of money incomes, rather than of the lower CPI measure. The IFS authors point out that “it would not be sensible to simply use the CPI in place of the RPI to deflate incomes, as it excludes certain important housing costs”, and so for their purposes there is no better index than RPI.

A factor driving increased poverty will be the new government policy of increasing benefits in line only with CPI, not RPI. In addition, some 200,000 children will be pushed into poverty by the additional cap of annual benefit rises at 1 per cent for three years from 2013.

The Child Poverty Act, which is supposed to bind future governments to cut child poverty to 10% (relative) and 5% (absolute), was passed only in March 2010. The Tories and the Lib Dems then supported it, and said they would keep its promises. But they have driven up child poverty ever since!

Measures of the Blair and Brown governments, especially tax credits, did decrease child poverty, though not as much they promised. Now that limited progress has been put into reverse, Labour should drop not its opposition to child poverty, but its unreasoning aversion to cross partying the banks and taxing the rich.

• IFS report, entitled Child and Working-Age Poverty in Northern Ireland from 2010 to 2020, also contains the IFS’s latest forecasts for Britain: bit.ly/chl-pov